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In 1887 a Warsaw physician, L.L. Zamenhof, published a small booklet 
in Russian titled “Dr. Esperanto’s International Language”. This booklet 
was the beginning of a language that soon took its creator’s pseudonym, 
“Esperanto”, for its own name. As translations of the booklet appeared 
in other languages, people around the world began to learn Esperanto, 
to write in Esperanto, and to speak it with other people who had also 
learned it. Soon there was a flourishing community of speakers around the 
world, and an emerging body of literature, both original and in translation 
(including Shakespeare’s Hamlet and other classic works). International 
groups and organizations for and about the new language began to appear. 
By 1905, there were enough Esperanto speakers for the first “International 
Congress” to be held in the French city of Boulogne-sur-Mer, with nearly 
700 people from 20 different countries. And people continue to learn and 
speak the language today. 

But what exactly is Esperanto, why did Zamenhof create it, and why 
has it captured and held the interest of so many people around the world?

What is Esperanto?
Esperanto is a practical, functioning, ideologically neutral language for 

people-to-people contacts everywhere on this planet. It has a grammar that 
is simple, logical, and regular. People can acquire a working knowledge 
of Esperanto in a fraction of the time it takes to learn any other modern 
language. Its vocabulary is similar to that of many Western languages, so 
that people who know those languages find many points of familiarity.

Esperanto is a living, vibrant language. It is a constructed language, in 
that its basic grammar and vocabulary were created specifically to serve as 

IntroduCtIon
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an easy-to-learn second language. Yet in its 130 years of existence, many 
speakers and writers have breathed into it a style and character that are 
uniquely its own.

Esperanto is spoken all over the world, although nobody knows exactly 
how many people speak it. Estimates range from a few hundred thousand, 
to possibly as high as two million.

The logic and regularity which are Esperanto’s most outstanding fea-
tures can be illustrated by many examples, but we will give just one. Espe-
ranto has what language specialists call an agglutinative structure, which 
means that you can change the meaning or function of words by adding 
elements such as prefixes, suffixes, or verb endings to their basic forms. 
English and other Western languages contain this feature, too, but in a 
more limited and irregular way.

Compare the way English and Esperanto words are modified to form 
their opposite meanings. Both languages use the device of a prefix to sig-
nal an exactly contrary meaning to the remainder of the word. But English 
uses not one prefix, but many, as in the words inconvenient, ignoble, im-
mature, counterclockwise, uncover, disappear, maladroit, and so on. With 
other words, the prefixing is no longer apparent, as in “enemy,” originally 
formed by joining en- to a word that meant “friend.”

Not only does English have many different prefixes that do one job, as 
shown in this example; the prefixes are not interchangeable. You can’t say 
malconvenient, or imclockwise. With English, you have to learn which 
form is correct for each word. And to make things more interesting, there 
are words like “uncanny,” which is not at all the opposite of “canny,” and 
“inflammable,” which means precisely the same thing as “flammable.” 
Many other common words cannot be formed into opposites by adding 
any prefix, but require a completely separate word (such as “old” vs. 
“young,” “tall” vs. “short,” etc.)

The Esperanto system is completely regular: one prefix and only one , 
“-mal-”, forms the opposite meaning of words that have an opposite. So 
from “bona” (“good”) you derive “malbona” (“bad”), and from “bela” 
(“beautiful”) you derive “malbela” (“ugly”). 

This and other features make Esperanto not just a highly expressive 
language, but also by far the easiest to learn. In the U.S., millions of adults 
set out each year to teach themselves a foreign language. A few actually 
succeed, but for the vast majority the task is too great. By contrast, a sub-
stantial proportion of Esperanto speakers world-wide have learned the 
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language on their own, often from a book such as this one.
One major obstacle to learning a foreign language is the discourage-

ment that results from slow progress. Esperanto students progress rap-
idly and are encouraged by it. Unlike students of national languages who 
spend months or years plowing through a succession of textbooks and 
readers before graduating to “real” books and magazines, Esperanto stu-
dents are soon able to move up to reading the literature and periodicals of 
their choice. In addition, learning Esperanto promotes general language 
skills, and serves as a steppingstone to learning other languages. 

There are many practical advantages of knowing Esperanto: opportu-
nities for correspondence and travel, access to literature not available in 
English, the chance to make friends anywhere in the world. Not the least 
of Esperanto’s benefits is the feeling of solidarity it creates among all its 
speakers. Esperanto speakers sense a oneness that transcends nations and 
politics and sees humankind as one great family after all. In today’s un-
easy world, can that be a bad thing?

The History of Esperanto: A Brief Overview
As a boy growing up in the city Bialystok, today a part of Poland but 

at that time in the Russian Empire, Zamenhof had been struck by the an-
tipathy with which the borderland town’s language and ethnic communi-
ties regarded each other. There were Poles, Jews, Germans, and Russians. 
Each group had its own language, religion, and customs, and each group 
treated the others with fear and distrust, if not overt hatred. To Zamenhof 
it seemed language was at least the mortar that kept the walls of misun-
derstanding in place. Being sensitive and idealistic, he promised himself 
to see those walls toppled some day.

Zamenhof was born with an unusual gift for languages. His father was 
a teacher of German and Hebrew, so he grew up in a language-rich en-
vironment. At school he excelled in German, French, Latin, and Greek. 
He was most comfortable with Russian, the language of the schools. He 
knew Polish, Yiddish, Hebrew, and some English. In fact, the simplicity 
of English grammar was part of what inspired him to develop a simplified 
grammar for Esperanto.

By 1879, Zamenhof had already drafted his version of an international 
language and taught it to friends during his last year of school. Even as he 
embarked on his medical career after studying in Moscow and Warsaw, 
he continued to labor over his project of a truly workable international 
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language that would be easy to learn.
In 1887 Zamenhof married Clara Zilbernik. Later that year with Clara’s 

support (and financial assistance from his father-in-law), he published in 
Russian his International Language, Introduction and Complete Text-
book. It was an unpretentious gray booklet of only 40 pages, but one that 
would ultimately have a large impact. Separate editions were later printed 
in Polish, French, and German.

The book was signed with a pseudonym. The pseudonym he chose was 
“Esperanto,” which means “One who hopes.” Enthusiasts began referring 
to “Dr. Esperanto’s language,” and the new language itself quickly came 
to be known by that name. Besides the “complete textbook,” there was a 
basic list of about 900 words, and some sample texts, including transla-
tions from the Bible, a personal letter, and three short poems. The poems 
are especially interesting, as they demonstrate Zamenhof ‘s conviction 
that along with grammar and vocabulary, a particular style or character, a 
literary “soul,” if you will, is also an essential part of any language.

The Zamenhofs spent their evenings mailing the little book to book 
dealers, prominent people, and newspapers. One of the first responses, 
written in Latin, was from Richard Geoghegan, a young student of Chi-
nese at Oxford, who’d read about Dr. Esperanto’s language in a local 
paper. Geoghegan subsequently learned the new language, translated 
Zamenhof’s little book into English, and introduced the language into 
England and Ireland. He also brought Esperanto to the western United 
States, where he emigrated in 1891. Another early convert was Henry 
Phillips, secretary of the American Philosophical Society, who prepared 
an American version of Zamenhof’s book, which was published by the 
Henry Holt Co. of New York.

In Europe, Esperanto clubs began springing up, the first issue of a 
magazine called La Esperantisto appeared in Germany, and famous peo-
ple, among them Leo Tolstoy and the linguist Max Müller, endorsed the 
language. Zamenhof began publishing yearly directories with names and 
addresses of known Esperanto speakers, so they could make contact with 
one another.

The language was now firmly launched, but “Dr. Esperanto’s” wish to 
drop into the background was futile. His identity quickly became known 
and he was inundated with letters: requests for information, queries about 
matters of style or grammar, suggestions for changes. As to the latter, he 
had already tried and rejected most of the proposed “improvements” dur-
ing a decade of experimenting before he published the language. In the 
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end only one very minor change was adopted. 
It’s interesting to compare surviving texts of early versions of the lan-

guage, as they shed much light on the way Zamenhof settled on the gram-
mar and word forms that make up his invention. (One of these early frag-
ments appears in a reading section later in this book.) Every new idea was 
tested in actual use. He always chose the practical over the theoretical: 
classical conjugations and declensions gave way to what was simple but 
functional. Above all, he was determined that the individual elements of 
his language, though drawn from many different sources, should combine 
to form a single, cohesive language system with a pleasing sound and 
character all its own. It was Dr. Zamenhof’s real genius that enabled him 
to succeed in doing just that.

Zamenhof also insisted that Esperanto must develop naturally, through 
popular use, not by anyone’s decree. One rule provides that “foreign” 
words, those which most languages have taken from a common source, 
come into Esperanto unchanged except for spelling. Thus Esperanto today 
is well equipped with technical terms of many kinds. Aside from that, 
anyone is free to propose new words or grammatical forms; but only if 
these find acceptance by Esperanto speakers at large do they become part 
of the language.

The first major international gathering of Esperanto speakers occurred 
in 1905 at Boulogne-sur-Mer, a seaside resort in northern France. About 
700 Esperanto speakers from twenty different lands attended this emo-
tional meeting. The participants, representing the Esperanto community, 
adopted what is called “The Boulogne Declaration”, which defined Espe-
ranto as a politically neutral language for all humankind, which all are free 
to use, and to which no person or group may ever lay proprietary claim. 
The basic structure of the language was declared forever untouchable, in 
principle, with changes and additions to the vocabulary to take place only 
by a process of natural evolution. An academy of scholarly experts was 
elected to watch over the language, but their function was, and remains, to 
advise and interpret, not to make changes or issue directives.

Today, more than 130 years later, Esperanto is still learned and spoken 
in practically every country in the world. While during its first century of 
existence it was primarily used in written form (books, letters, and other 
documents) and only occasionally spoken in meetings and various gather-
ings, the emergence of the Internet in the 20th century opened up new pos-
sibilities for active, real-time use of spoken and written Esperanto. There 
are formal Esperanto organizations in many countries, such as Esperanto-
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USA in the United States, and the international Universala Esperanto-
Asocio (World Esperanto Association) headquartered in the Netherlands. 
In addition to formal organizations (which often provide services like 
book sales, newsletters, and regional or national meetings), hundreds of 
informal groups now exist and function around the world. 

Integral to Esperanto, although no one is required to agree with it, is 
what is called “la interna ideo” (“the internal idea”). Formulated by Dr. 
Zamenhof himself, it says “On the basis of a neutral language, we want 
to eliminate the barriers between people and accustom them to seeing in 
those around them simply other human beings, their brothers and sisters.” 
This idea inspires and motivates many Esperanto speakers today. Some-
times when people ask me “How many people speak Esperanto?” my re-
sponse is “It really doesn’t matter how many people speak it. If I speak 
it, and one other person speaks it, and because of Esperanto we can know 
each other and have a relationship, it’s worth it. And in fact, very many 
more people than just me and one other know and use this language every 
day”. 

In this new edition of David Richardson’s text, we have deliberately not 
given a lot of details about the history of Esperanto and what is called the 
“Esperanto movement”. These topics can be easily explored with Internet 
searches. The Wikipedia article on “Esperanto”, for example, provides a 
starting point for further exploration of Esperanto’s history, culture, litera-
ture, and grammar. 

For people interested in supporting Esperanto in the U.S., the national 
organization is Esperanto-USA (www.esperanto-usa.org). In the UK, it is 
the Esperanto Association of Britain (esperanto.org.uk/). In Australia, the 
Australian Esperanto Association (aea.esperanto.org.au/). Other national 
groups can easily be found via web search. The web site for the Universala 
Esperanto-Asocio is www.uea.org.

In addition to this textbook, other learning resources include the web 
site “Lernu!” (www.lernu.net), and the language-learning site Duolingo 
(www.duolingo.com) which includes Esperanto in its menu of languages. 
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Complied by: Murray H. Merner
Edited by: Paige D. Miles, Christopher Johnson, Chuck Mays, Lee Miller, 

Raymond Smith

a
a and an  indefinite articles not used in Esperanto  p 24
aĉ  suffix, indicating contempt  p 231
accents (supersigns)  p 22, 175
accusative ending “n”  p 31, 39, 46, 120, 242 (in text)
ad  suffix, recurrence of event  p 97
adiaŭ  goodbye  p 141
adjective agreement with plural noun  p 45
adjectives  p 27
adverbs from nouns  p 35
adverb participles  p 101
adverb ending “e” to show routine activity p 120
adverb ending “e” to become “it’s” p 121
affixes as words p 122
aĵ suffix, to make a word a concrete entity  p 108
ajn  “ever” after a correlative ending in “i” or “neni” adds “at all”  p 118
ajn  with kio, kie, kiu adds the sense of “ever” (whoever, where ever) p 118
alphabet, Esperanto  p 175
an  suffix, associate a person with a place or group  p 48

Index
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ankaŭ  placement in a sentence  p 60
ant  (anta, ante, anto) suffix, for participles, adjectives, adverb, noun  p 95
anta, inta, onta  present, past, future participles (active) tenses p 101
antaŭ ol  before  p 157
aperi  to make an appearance p 174
appearance, how one is perceived, “aspekti” p 174
appear, “aperi” p 174
ar suffix, makes a collection of things  p 86
aspekti  to appear (look) in a certain way  p 174
at, it, ot  passive participles  p 113
ata, ita suffix participles  p 116
aŭ … aŭ  either... or  p 221

b
bleki a verb for the sound an animal makes  p 256
bo  prefix, relationship by marriage  p 147
bonan tagon  good morning  p 134
bonvoli  please  p 134
both … and  p 221

c
cetera  the rest of them  p 138
cetere  additionally  p 138
ci  “thou”, cia “thine”, cin “thee” p 256
combining words  p 72
comparative with “pli”  p 65
compound sentences  p 54, 67, 84
compound tenses  p 117
compound verbs  p 103, 106, 114, 117
conditional verb use of “us” ending  p 85, 93
consonants  p 21, 22
consonants, pronounce - r and l  p 22
contraction removal of letters in words (elision)  p 123
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conversational (formula) phrases p 202
copies  p 239
correlatives  p 80
correlatives, table of  p 81
countries, name of  p 175
country, name coming from the nationality of a person using suffix “uj” p 175

ĉ
ĉ  pronunciation of  p 22
ĉe  a close relationship in place or time, e.g. “at” or “with”  p 190
ĉi  with “tie” and “tio” for “here, there, this, that” p 70, 81
ĉj  suffix, to make male names nicknames  p 122
ĉu  used to ask a question  p 28
ĉu  linking sentences  p 84

d
da  use in quantity, e.g. “botelo da lakto”  p 77
danki  to thank  p 135
de possessive or use with “piece”  p 44, 78
de  use with locations p 145
de  of, from, apart from  p 247
diacritic marks (circumflex for: c, g, h, j, s & u breve)  p 22, 175
dis  prefix, separation into parts  p 133
disde apart from  p 247

e
e  adverbial ending for something that usually happens  p 120
e  when no noun or pronoun is used  p 121
eg suffix, to make a word more intense or larger  p 58
either … or  p 221
ej  suffix, to change a word to a place  p 37
ek prefix, verb start an action  p 47
ek  prefix, abrupt action  p 165
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eks  suffix, former  p 174
ekzemplero  one of a number of similar objects, e.g., three copies of the same 

book p 239
el  to specify something out of a group of things p 65, 78
el  prefix, thoroughness, do it all, e.g. ellerni: to master at topic or skill,  p 207
elision  removal of letters in words (contraction)  p 123
elspezo  expenditures  p 179
em  suffix, a tendency or inclination p 151
end  suffix, something that must be done  p 199
enspezo  income p 182
er  suffix, a subdivision of something p 108
esperanto slang  p 256
estas  (present tense of verb “to be”) multiple meanings  p 24
esti  use in compound verbs with participles p 103
estimata  esteemed, formal show of respect in letters p 136
estr suffix,  person in charge  p 166
et suffix, a smaller version of something p 58
et cetera (etc.)  kaj tiel plu (ktp)  p 140 (in text)

f
false friends - Esperanto words which resemble English words but don’t 

mean the same  p 168
fare de  by, done by  p 247
fi  prefix, indicates shame  p 231
formula phrases  p 202
fractions formed with “on”  p 69

g
gambo  entire leg  p 232
ge  prefix, makes a word inclusive of both genders  p 121 
gender  p 37
gerund phrases are not used in Esperanto  p 213
good bye  adiaŭ, ĝis la revido p 141
greetings p 134
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gusti  intransitive verb of how something (food) tastes  p 182
gustumi  transitive verb of the action to taste something  p 182

ĝ
ĝ  pronunciation of  p 22
ĝardeno  a place where things are grown  p 193
ĝis la revido  goodbye  p 141

ĥ
ĥ  pronunciation of  p 22

i
id  name of offspring of persons & animals  p 166
ig suffix, to cause  p 57
ig  suffix, intransitive verb made transitive  p 155
iĝ  suffix, a change of condition, becoming  p 71
iĝ  suffix, becoming done  p 117
iĝ transitive verbs made intransitive  p 162
il  suffix, names a thing by which an action can be performed, e.g. a tool  p 71
imperative using “u”  p 46, 68
in suffix, to make a word feminine  p 36, 37
ind  suffix, “to be worthy”  p 108
indefinite preposition “je”  p 106
indefinite pronoun “oni”  p 53
“ing” English endings for participles p 95, 101
interesi  transitive verb,  p 241
interest, express p 241
interrogative participle “ĉu”  p 28
intransitive verbs  P 155, 162
io  suffix, use in country names  p 175
ism suffix, a organized movement of people  p 162
ist suffix, a person habitually occupied  p 37
it  when not used in Esperanto  p 53
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j
j  word ending, plural form  p 44
ja  “indeed”, “assuredly” (for emphasis) p 138
jam, jam ne  already, by now  p 134
je  at a specific time  p 69, 107
je  as a preposition, toast, oath, certain phrases  p 106
jen  to draw attention  p 71
joining words to make new words  p 72

ĵ
ĵ  pronunciation of  p 22

k
kaj…kaj  both…and  p 221
kara informal show of respect  p 136
ke, use to introduce a subordinate clause  p 54, 67, 84
ki correlatives beginning with “ki” to link inside sentences p 84
kiom  how much, how many  p 77
klopodi  take steps to do a thing  p 209
know, to p 54
koni  to know  p 54
kopii  to copy  p 239
korto  courtyard  p 193
ktp  kaj tiel plu - etc. p 140 (in text)
krokodil/o/i  crocodile, speaking a national language around Esperantists       

p 289 (dictionary)
kruro  lower leg  p 232

l
la  to denote a thing in general or totality  p 131
la  possessive parts of body or clothing  p 193
la … ado  an action in general  p 97
lacking something  p 138
leg  gambo or kruro  p 232
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m
mankas  lacking something  p 138
mem  myself, yourself  p 48
mi petas  please  p 134
mis  prefix, to change the meaning of the word to being wrong  p 122
money transaction  p 182
moŝto  show of respect  p 199
multiple of a number  p 200
must be done, something that  p 199

n
n  word ending, accusative, objective ending  p 31, 38, 46
ne  placement in a sentence  p 40, 60
ne unufoje  not even once or not just once  p 213
negative sentence by using “ne” before the verb  p 40, 60
nek … nek,  neither … nor  p 221
nj  suffix, to make female names nicknames  p 122
nominative, predicate p 242
nothing at all  p 118
nowhere at all  p 118
numbers 1 to 10 in Vortolisto  p 49, 50
numbers, 11 to 100  p 56
numbers, to form ordinals (i.e., first, second,…)  p 56
numbers, how to write them  p 163
nur  placement in a sentence  p 59

o
obl  suffix, a multiple of a number  p 200
offering opinion  “opinias”  p 145
ol  comparing one thing with another  p 65
on  suffix, to indicate a fraction of a number  p 69
oni  pronoun for people in general  p 53
oni  they, one  p 117
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op suffix, collective sense of numbers  p 163
opinias  offering an opinion  p 145
opposite meaning of a word using “mal”  p 36
os  verb suffix for future tense  p 28

p
participles (active)  p 95, 101
participles (passive) being acted upon  p 113
passive voice of verb using “esti” and passive participle p 114
peni  to make an effort  p 145
pensas  proposing a consideration  p 145
phrases, conversational  p 202
plaĉas  to like something  p 133
please  p 134
plej … el  biggest, fastest of all  p 65
pli, plej comparative i.e., bigger, faster p 65
plural word ending “j”  p 44, 45
po  at the rate of p 87
polite request  p 93
por  before an infinitive verb “in order to __ “  p 142
por looks ahead to some goal  p 142
possession of a person - “de”  p 44, 78
possessive “de” p 44
possessive adjectives out of pronouns  p 43
possessive for parts of body or clothing  “la”  p 193
possessive pronouns when there is no article  p 183
post kiam after  p 157
pra  prefix, family relation, “great__”  p 165
predicate nominative  p 242
prefixes as words  p 122
prepositions, omitting of p 120
prepositions as prefixes  p 157
pri  prefix, “about”, “concerning”, can broaden scope of word  p 255
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pri tio, ke plus a correlative, to provide a grammatical object of the preposi-
tion  p 213

pro looks backward for the reason “on account of”  p 142
pronouns, personal p 43
proper names  p 232
proposing consideration “pensas”  p 145
provi  to try a thing out  p 209

q
question, ask a  p 28
questions, asking and answering  p 80
questions using “ĉu” and correlatives  p 80
quotation marks  p 155

r
re  prefix, verb return the action  p 47
reflexive pronoun  p 91
respect, show of p 136

s
samideano  a person associated with the same idea (eg. an Esperantist) p 141
schools, classification of  p 212
scias  to know  p 54
sentence word order  p 31
si, sia, sian reflexive pronoun  p 91, 92
sidi  figurative (not literal) sense, a place where something is  p 225
slang, Esperanto  p 256
something happens on a certain day  p 119
something happens repeatedly  p 120
statement of fact  p 121
subordinate clauses in place of gerund phrases  p 213
suffixes as words  p 122
sufiĉe  enough  p 147
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superlative formed using “plej”  p 65
supersigns (ĉ, ĝ, ĥ, ĵ, ŝ, ŭ ) (diacritic marks: circumflex & u breve)  p 22, 175

ŝ
ŝ  pronunciation of  p 22

t
taste p 182
temas pri  the subject, topic, theme  p 138
thank you  p 135
there, when not used  p 53
time of day, telling  p 69
titles of respect  p 199
transitive verbs  p 155, 162
try, to do something  p 209

u
u  verb ending, making a verb a request - imperative p 46, 67, 68
u  verb ending , replace “let” or to give an indirect or implied command  p 68
uj  suffix, to make something a container  p 86
uj  suffix, tree names from their fruit  p 141 
uj  suffix, names a country from the nationality of a person  p 175
ul  suffix, describes a person in terms of what they are like  p 97
um  indefinite suffix, to change the meaning of a word  p 148
us  verb ending for conditional tense, polite request p 85, 93

ŭ
ŭ  pronunciation of  p 22

v
verb infinitive with voli, devi, ŝati  p 30
verb past, present, futures tenses  p 28
vir  prefix, to indicate a male animal  p 38
vowels  a, e, i, o, u  p 21
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w
wherever  p 118
whoever  p 118
word endings change meaning of a word  p 35
word order  p 27, 31, 59, 60
word pronunciation - accents on next to last vowel  p 21, 123

z
zero the number  nul p 295 (dictionary)

Prefixes
bo-  relationship by marriage p 147; e.g., frato (brother) -> bofrato (bother-

in-law)
dis-  separation into parts p 133; e.g., doni (to give) -> disdoni (to distribute)
ek- the start of an action  p 47; eki - to start out ; e.g., flugi (to fly) -> ekflugi 

(to take off)
ek- abrupt action  p 165; eki - to start out; e.g., salti (to jump) -> eksalti (to 

spring out)
eks-  former, ex___  p 174; e.g., presidento (president) -> ekspresidento (ex-

president)
el-  motion outward, thoroughness, do it all p 207; el - out of; e.g., pensi (to 

think) -> elpensi (to think all the way through)
fi- indicates shame p 231; fi! - shame; e.g.; domo (house) -> fidomo (house 

of ill repute)
ge- makes a word for both genders p 121; e.g., patro (father) -> gepatroj 

(parents)
mal-  make a word the opposite of its meaning  p 36; male - on the contrary; 

e.g., longa (long) -> malonga (short)
mis-  make a word to mean wrong p 122; miso - fault, foul, evil; e.g., kalkuli 

(to calculate) -> miskalkuli (to miscalculate)
pra-  remoteness in time p 165; i.e., family predecessors; e.g., onklo (uncle) 

-> praonklo (great uncle)
prefixes as words p 122
prepositions as prefixes p 157
pri-  about, concerning p 255; e.g., paroli (to talk) -> priparoli (to talk about)
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re-  verb, go back or again p 47; ree - to do over; e.g., iri (to go) -> reiri (to 
go back, return)

vir-  to specifically denote male gender p 38; viro - man; e.g., bovoj (bovines 
in general) -> virbovoj (specifying bulls)

Suffixes and Word Endings
-aĉ  indicates contempt, no good, lousy  p 231; e.g., virino (a woman) -> 

virinaĉo (a hag)
-ad  continued, prolonged action  p 97; ade - continually; e.g., paroli (to 

speak) -> parolado (a speech)
-aĵ  to make a thing concrete out of something else  p 108;  aĵo - a thing;  e.g., 

dolĉa (sweet) -> dolĉaĵoj (sweets)
-an  associate a person with a place or a group  p 48; ano - member; e.g., 

klubo (club) -> klubano (club member)
-ant  for participles, verb, adverb, noun to add “…ing” to the word  p 95
-ar  a complete collection  p 86; aro - group of things; e.g., arbo (tree) -> 

arbaro (forest)
-ata  participle, uncompleted or continuing action  p 116
-ĉj  to make nicknames of male names  p 122;  e.g., karlo (Charles) -> karlĉjo 

(Charlie)
-eble  “able to be”  p 108 ; ebla - possible; e.g., kredi (to believe) -> kredeble 

(believable)
-ec  “____ness”  p 140; eco - quality or property;  e.g., pura (clean) -> pureco 

(cleanliness)
-eg  to make a word more intense  p 58; ege - extremely; e.g., bela (pretty) -> 

belega (gorgeous)
-ej  to make a word a place  p 37; ejo - a place, location; e.g., lerni (to learn) 

-> lernejo (school)
-em  a tendency or inclination  p 151; emo - inclination; e.g., aventuro (ad-

venture) -> aventurema (adventurous)
-end  something that must be done  p 199; endi - to be required; e.g., faro 

(task) -> farendo (task that must be done)
-er  makes something a single amount  p 108; ero - an element or particle; 

e.g., pluvo (rain) -> pluvero (raindrop)
-estr  person in charge  p 166; estro - leader; e.g., urbo (town) ->urbestro 

(mayor)
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-et  to make smaller  p 58; eta - tiny;  e.g., urbo (town) -> urbeto (village)
-id  decendants of people or animals  p 166; ido - descendant; e.g., kato (cat) 

-> katido (kitten)
-ig  to cause  p 57; igi - to make; e.g., pura (clean) -> purigi (to make clean)
-ig  to make an intransitive verb, transitive  p 155
-iĝ  a change of condition or to become  p 71, 117;  iĝi - to become; e.g., sana 

(healthy) -> saniĝi (to become healthy)
-il  names a thing with which an action can be performed  p 71; ilo - instru-

ment; e.g., tranĉi (to cut) -> tranĉilo (knife)
-in  to make a word into a feminine form  p 36, 37; e.g., viro (man) -> virino 

(woman)
-ind  to be worthy  p 108; inda - worthy; e.g., fidi (trust) -> fidinda (trustwor-

thy)
-ing a holder for something, e.g., kandelo (candle) -> kandelingo (candle 

holder)
-ism  an organized movement of people  p 162; e.g., kristano (Christian) -> 

kristanismo (Christianity)
-ist  a person habitually occupied, occupation  p 37;  isto - professional; e.g.,  

instrui (to instruct) -> instruisto (instructor)
-ita  participle, implies a completed action  p 116
-nj  to make female names nicknames p 122; e.g., Elizabeto (Elizabeth) -> 

Elinjo (Liz)
-obl  a multiple of a number  p 200;  oble - times (multiplication); e.g., du 

(two) -> duobla (double)
-on  turns a number into a fraction  p 69; ono - fraction; e.g., du (two) -> 

duono (one half)
-op  collective sense of numbers  p 163; ope - at a time, together; dek (ten) -> 

dekope (ten at a time)
suffixes as words  p 122
-u  making a verb a request, imperative  p 46, 67
-u  to tell oneself to do something  p 68
-uj  to make something a container  p 86, 141; ujo - a container; e.g., mono 

(money) -> monujo (wallet, purse)
-uj  to name a tree after its fruit  p 141; ujo - container; e.g., pomo (apple) -> 

pomujo (apple tree)
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-uj  to name a country from a person’s nationality  p 175; e.g., anglo (English-
man) -> Anglujo (England)

-ul  describes a person  p 97;  e.g, juna (young) -> junulo (youth)

Esperanto Verb Tenses
Present: -as
Past: -is
Future: -os
Conditional: -us
Imperative: -u
Diphthongs (Vowel Glides) Pronunciation
aj  like the “y” in “my”
aŭ  like the “ow” in “cow”
ej  like the “ay” in “play”
eŭ  like” ayw” in “wayward”
oj  like “oy” in “boy”
uj  like “ooey” in “gooey”

Days of the Week (Note: usually not capitalized)
Sunday - dimanĉo
Monday - lundo
Tuesday - mardo
Wednesday - merkredo
Thursday - ĵaŭdo
Friday - vendredo
Saturday - sabato

Months of the Year (Note: often not capitalized)
January - januaro
February - februaro
March - marto
April - aprilo
May - majo
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June - junio
July - julio
August - aŭgusto
September - septembro
October - oktobro
November - novembro
December – decembro

Seasons of the Year
Summer - somero
Autumn - aŭtuno
Winter - vintro
Spring - printempo

Directions
north - nordo
south - sudo
east - oriento
west - okcidento

Time of Day  p 69
a.m.  antaŭtagmeze (atm) p 139 (footnote #7)
p.m.  posttagmeze (ptm) p 139 (footnote #3)
2:00 a.m. - je la dua horo matene
noon - tagmezo
midnight - noktomezo

Numbers
0 through 10: nul, unu, du, tri, kvar, kvin, ses, sep, ok, naŭ, dek  p 49, 50
11 to 999: p 56
1,000 & 1,000,000:  mil & miliono
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English Language Grammar Terms
Noun: A person, place or thing
Pronoun: A word that takes the place of a noun e.g., he, she, they, it
Subject: The person or thing that is acting
Verb: The action that is taking place, or the expression of a state of being
Object: The person or thing that is being acted upon
Accusative Ending: Esperanto identifies the direct object in a sentence by the 

use of the “n” ending
Participle: Words derived from verbs that name a person, describe something, 

or modify the subject
Article: The words “a” (indefinite) or “the” (definite) (Esperanto does not 

have the indefinite “a”)
Adjective: Modifies (describes) a noun or a pronoun
Preposition: A word used to link nouns, pronouns or phrases in the sentence
Adverb: A word or phrase that modifies or qualifies an adjective, verb, or 

other adverb or a word group 
Correlatives: “co-related” words that are in a question and answer relation-

ship, but can be used other ways



The fourth edition of David Richardson’s Esperanto: Learning and Us-
ing the International Language contains minimal changes from the previ-
ous edition. While the majority of the text is a photo reprint of the third edi-
tion, the introduction was significantly shortened and edited by Lee Miller. 
Tim Westover updated the layout as necessary. In the process, almost all 
of the illustrations and photographs throughout the text were replaced with 
more up to date versions. Murray H. Merner prepared a new table of con-
tents. A new index was prepared by Murray H. Merner and edited by Paige 
D. Miles, Christopher Johnson, Chuck Mays, and Lee Miller. Ben Speakmon 
contributed with revisions and with preparation of the electronic version of 
this text.
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